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SAVE MONEY AND TIME WITH MARCIALONGA
TIME FOR SALES AND COMBINED PUNTO3 CRAFT SERIES

Super sale price for the Marcialonga-triple-event pack
Combined Punto3 CRAFT Series sums up the three Skiing, Cycling and Running races
Team and single rankings on the Combined Series
Wave placement criteria and opportunities for the 2017 competitions



May we have your attention please. Cross-country skiing lovers and Marcialonga people of any Nation, you better hurry and get discounted prices on your favourite races.
For those who already registered to the 2016 Marcialonga ski-marathon there is a very interesting deal on the whole Marcialonga pack: 15,00 € off if you also decide to take part into the Cycling CRAFT road race and the Running COOP event scheduled on 12 June and 4 September 2016 respectively.
The Combined Punto3 CRAFT Series sums up the three Skiing, Cycling and Running competition times and  the overall rankings might be team's (three athletes, one per event) and single's. In addition, all ranked athletes for 2016 will have the chance to place in better waves in one of the 2017 Marcialonga events, according to races' rules available on the official Marcialonga web-page, www.marcialonga.it. (Request forms to be submitted by 15 September 2016).
Single entries to the 2016 Combined Punto3 CRAFT Series are open until 2 September 2016, while Team entries close on 27 January 2016. 
Three sport disciplines in one single name, Italy's Marcialonga in Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa (Trentino region). This is the Combined Punto3 CRAFT Series, a fantastic opportunity given by the Marcialonga OC to all sport passionates who are called to enjoy the beautiful Dolomites and both splendid alpine valleys in winter, spring and summer time. Last season's winners of the special series were Italian Thomas Bormolini and Czech Sarka Zelenkova, while the two golden team were composed of Simone Bosin, Roberto Griot and Giuseppe Monteleone, and Luisa Boscheri, Lorenza Stonfer and Donatella Svaldi among women.
Info: www.marcialonga.it


